
The Index measures unlevered total returns of directly held property from one 
valuation to the next, for standing assets only. The Index tracks the performance of 
1037 real estate investments, with a total market value of ₪112.6bn as at December 
2023. For detailed Index results, Index methodology, and attribution analysis, please 
contact index@roncohen.co.il

The IREF Israel Real Estate Index is produced in partnership with Ron Cohen VAS, the 
only RICS regulated firm in Israel. 
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Calendar Year Performance

2020

Total Return (%) 3.8% 13.8% 13.5% 8.3%

Capital Growth (%) -1.6% 7.6% 7.2% 2.1%

Income Return (%) 5.4% 6.2% 6.3% 6.2%

2021 2022 2023

Index Performance

Total Return 8.3% 39.9%

Volatility (st. dev.) 3.1%

Annualised Return/Risk Ratio 3.8

1yr 3yr 5yr

Note - volatility based on limited data
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2020Year on Year Performance

Total Return (%) 3.8% 13.8% 13.5% 8.3%

Capital Growth (%) -1.6% 7.6% 7.2% 2.1%

Income Return (%) 5.4% 6.2% 6.3% 6.2%

2021 2022 2023

Sector Breakdown

Office ₪45.7bn 40

Industrial/Logistics ₪13.8bn 12.3%

Retail ₪46.3bn 41.1%

Other ₪6.8bn 6.0%

GAV Wgt %

Index Characteristics

Number of companies/funds 8

Number of properties 1,037

Gross Asset Value (GAV) ₪112.6bn

2023

Sector Breakdown

Office

Industrial / Logistics

Other

Retail 41.1%
40.6%

12.3%

6.0%



* Data sourced from 2023 Annual Reports published by each company with the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.    

Company/Fund Breakdown

Azrieli ₪32.7bn 29.0%

Melisron ₪21.4bn 19.0%

Amot ₪16.9bn 15.0%

Mivne ₪11.6bn 10.3%

Gav Yam ₪11.0bn 9.8%

Other ₪19.0bn 16.9%

GAV Wgt %

Company/Fund Breakdown
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Ron Cohen VAS is a real estate valuation and advisory firm based in Israel, which provides 
independent advice based on detailed market knowledge and understanding. Services 
include real estate valuations for financial reporting, expert witness, acquisitions and 
disposals, development viability, tax and statutory valuations.

Israel Real Estate Forum (IREF) is an organisation for those operating in the Israeli real 
estate investment market.
Our membership includes Israeli and international institutional investors, investment 
managers and professional services firms with both a domestic and international focus.
IREF's vision is to become the leading platform that brings together Israeli and international 
real estate investment industry professionals.
Our mission is to facilitate the exchange of knowledge, share best practices, expand 
networks and connect the Israeli and international real estate investor communities closer 
together. 
As an association driven by our Israeli and international members from diverse 
backgrounds, IREF fosters professional development, exchange of ideas and sharing of best 
practices amongst industry leaders in a structured way.
Our activities include: 

undertaking research and communicating the findings
building and maintaining an asset level index for Israeli commercial real estate
events, courses and webinars
providing a forum for networking, discussion and debate amongst our members and the 
wider global investment community.

© Ron Cohen VAS 2024

For further information please visit www.roncohen.co.il

Note
The Index returns are the unmodified Dietz chain-linked time weighted returns 
(TWR). Results for 2020 -2022 were obtained from the Israel Annual Property Index, 
now discontinued, based on a slightly different data set. 

Disclaimer
While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information included in the Index has been obtained from 
reliable sources, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use 
of the information in the Index. All information included in the Index is provided “as is” with no guarantee of 
completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results obtained from using the information in the Index. We 
make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the Index. In no event 
will Ron Cohen VAS or its related affiliates or owners be liable for any decision made or action taken in 
reliance on the information in the Index or for any consequential, special or similar damages. Nothing included 
in the Index should be considered investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) 
any kind of investment decision
and may not be relied on as such.


